Big Interview

What is Big Interview?

Big interview is an online system that helps you improve your interview technique and build your confidence through:

- Virtual mock interviews for all experience levels and dozens of industries and graduate school admissions
- A database of thousands of interview questions with tips on how to answer them
- The ability to rate and share your interview answers for feedback
- Comprehensive video tutorials covering all aspects of interviewing
- Step-by-step interview Answer Builder for crafting answers to behavioral questions

Create an Account with Big Interview

1. Go to https://uci.biginterview.com
2. Enter in your first name, last name, email address (must be your UCI email) and password
3. Check your UCI email for activation instructions

Main Features of Big Interview

LEARN

View short online video tutorials in Interview Curriculum or browse through the Question Library to prepare for interviewing.

Fast Track and Mastery Tracks are video tutorials to prepare you for interviewing. View short online videos to prepare for your interview such as: Interview Fundamentals, Acing Common Questions, Behavioral Interview Questions, Playbooks for Common Challenges, and Closing the Deal.
**PRACTICE AND ANSWER**
Choose specific questions to practice, develop your answers in advance and/or practice questions at random.

- **Practice Sets** Practice with our unique mock interview tool
- **Interview Roulette** Practice a set of random interview questions
- **Build Answer** Use our STAR tool to build your best answers
- **My Answers** Review and improve your answers

**For You: Interview Assignments**
Receive virtual feedback on your interview by completing an assignment.

- Choose from industries and job titles, such as marketing, financial advisor, human resources, nonprofit, etc.
- Practice questions for medical school, law school, business school
- **Examples** include analytical skills, leadership, team player, etc.

**Record and Receive Feedback on Your Interview**
- Enter assignment code given to you
- Complete the interview questions in the module
- Feedback by a member of the DCP team will be sent via email